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about us

In Australia we are distributed by our friends at  
Roger Armstrong Nursery Products.

Introducing our three  brands: aden + anais,   
white label and aden + anais essentials.

          
          
aden + anais has bought the Australian legacy of cotton muslin to the forefront 
of modern day baby care, offering signature products that combine comfort 
and safety with style at affordable prices. our award winning collections are 
loved by celebrities and even royalty, and is made from premium 100% cotton 
muslin which are sold in more than 65 countries worldwide.    
swaddle size 120cm x 120cm

aden + anais white label is our premium and highly-curated collection made 
for the modern parent with an eye for design and offers a fresh aesthetic for 
mum and baby. this range will be found in premium boutiques and specialist 
stores throughout Australia and New Zealand.  
swaddle size 120cm x 120cm

           
           
         
aden + anais essentials was introduced to offer high quality, affordable muslin 
baby products for parents who don’t want to compromise on quality. by 
creating similar products to our aden + anais range with minor adjustments, 
like slightly smaller dimensions and lower thread counts, we are able to make 
the calming assurance of muslin accessible to everyone everywhere.   
swaddle size 112cm x 112cm



Since 2006, aden + anais has brought the Australian 
legacy of cotton muslin to the forefront of modern baby 
care, offering signature products that combine comfort 
and safety with style and affordable prices. The award-
winning collection includes a full range of multi-purpose 

swaddles, burpy bibs, dream blankets, sleeping bags, 
nursery bedding, sleepwear and more.  

aden + anais is currently sold in more than 65 countries 
worldwide.

For more information on aden + anais,  

please visit www.adenandanais.com.au 



hear me roar 
SKU 8933  
 

forest fantasy 
SKU (S) 8198 (M) 8199 
(L) 8200 (XL) 8208

paisley teal  
SKU 6154

around the world 
SKU 8967
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+  breathable: helps reduce the risk of overheating 

+  comfy: stays soft wash after wash 

+ easy care: machine washable 

+  versatile: works as a stroller or nursing cover,  
changing pad cover, burp cloth, tummy time 
blanket and more

hear me roar 
SKU 2081

paisley - teal  
SKU 2083  

dahlias 
SKU 2079

classic swaddles (4 pack)

new!new!

new!
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night sky reverie 
SKU 2066

rock star  
SKU 2046

around the world 
SKU 2076

lovebird 
SKU 2058

forest fantasy  
SKU 2075 

lovely reverie 
SKU 2065

leader of the pack  
SKU 2060

lovestruck  
SKU 2061

high seas  
SKU 2055

trail blooms 
SKU 2073

waverly  
SKU 2074

petal blooms 
SKU 2067

birdsong 
SKU 2062

4-pack classic swaddles 
four 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
swaddles, single layer

product details wholesale $26.00 
MSRP        $52.95

 
wholesale  $26.00 

MSRP $52.95 

jungle  jam 
SKU 2026

heart breaker  
SKU 2045

seafaring 
SKU 2071

colorpop 
2068

classic swaddles (4 pack)
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3-pack white label classic swaddles 
three 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
swaddles, single layer

product details wholesale $25.00 
MSRP        $49.95

paradise cove  
SKU WL2000

jurassic   
SKU WL2003

serengeti 
SKU WL2004

seaside  
WL2005

flock together 
SKU WL2002

flora  
SKU WL2001

White Label is available to selected boutiques 
and specialty stores only

white label: classic swaddles (3 pack)

new!

 
wholesale  $25.00 

MSRP $49.95 

+  breathable: helps reduce the risk of overheating 

+  versatile: works as a stroller or nursing cover,  changing 
pad cover, burp cloth, tummy time blanket and more

sage advice  
SKU WL2009 
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jungle jam 
SKU 4023

forest fantasy 
SKU 8966 

paisley teal 
SKU8996

hear me roar 
SKU8993

grey - water 
dot  
SKU 8939

waverly - love  
SKU 8961

around the world 
SKU 8967 

seafaring -  
aqua dot 
SKU 8958

pink - water 
dot  
SKU 8938

white label: classic swaddle (single)

classic swaddle (single)

classic swaddles (2 pack)

White Label available to selected boutiques and specialty stores only

sage   
SKU WL8909

paradise cove  
SKU WL8900

jurassic   
SKU WL8903

flora 
SKU WL8901

serengeti 
SKU WL8904

seaside 
SKU WL8905

trail blooms - 
floral  
SKU 8960

seafaring 
SKU4042

trail blooms 
SKU 4044

forest fantasy 
SKU 4046

waverly 
SKU 4045

around the world 
SKU 4047

2-pack classic swaddles 
47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
swaddles, single layer

product details wholesale $18.16 
MSRP        $39.95

product details wholesale $11.34 
MSRP        $24.95

product details wholesale $9.07 
MSRP        $19.95

new!

new!

new! new!

paisley - teal 
SKU 4054

hear me roar  
SKU 4052

classic swaddle  (single)

 
wholesale $11.34 

MSRP $24.95 

 
wholesale $9.07 

MSRP $19.95 

 

wholesale $18.16 

MSRP $39.95

single classic swaddle 
one 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) pre-washed 100% 
cotton muslin swaddle, single layer

single classic swaddle 
one 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) pre-washed 100% 
cotton muslin swaddle, single layer

new!
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metallic primrose 
SKU 9216

indigo shibori 
SKU 9213

golden sun 
SKU 9229

pebble shibori  
SKU 9215

pretty petals 
SKU 8962

seaport 
SKU 8952

3-pack silky soft bamboo swaddles 
three 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
swaddles, single layer

product details metallic pricing 
wholesale $31.00 
MSRP        $64.95

midnight 
SKU 9211

moonlight 
SKU 9206

seaport  
SKU 9222

pretty petals  
SKU 9224

meadowlark 
SKU 9212

single swaddle  
wholesale: $11.34     MSRP $24.95 

silky soft pricing 
wholesale $30.00 
MSRP        $59.95

silky soft bamboo swaddles (single and 3 pack)

new!new!

silky soft  

wholesale $30.00 

MSRP $59.95

metallic 

wholesale $31.00 

MSRP $64.95

golden sun 
SKU 8990
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watercolour      
SKU WL3003

star gaze - blue 
moon 
SKU WL3002

festival 
SKU WL3000

forages 
SKU WL3001

watercolour - roses 
SKU WL3503

stargaze - luna 
SKU WL3502

festival 
SKU WL3500

forages 
SKU WL3501

product details
3 pack: silky soft 
pricing  
wholesale $30.00 
MSRP        $59.95

3-pack silky soft bamboo swaddles 
three 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
swaddles, single layer

White Label available to selected boutiques and 
specialty stores only

new! new!

new!

new!

white label: silky soft bamboo swaddles

 

single: silky soft  

wholesale $13.61 

MSRP $29.95

 

3 pack: silky soft 

wholesale $30.00 

MSRP $59.95
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leader of the pack 
SKU 7050

forest fantasy 
SKU 7065

dahlias 
SKU 7070

around the world 
SKU 7066

lovestruck 
SKU 7051

birdsong 
SKU 7052

exclusive to aden + anais

classic burpy bibs (2 pack)

new! new!

hear me roar  
SKU 7072

paisley - teal  
SKU 7074

new!

 + versatile: can be used as a bib or a burp cloth
 + absorbent: for spills, drool and baby burps
 + easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash after wash
 + generous size: patented design offers maximum coverage 

waverly 
SKU 7064

trail blooms 
SKU 7063

seafaring 
SKU 7061

lovely reverie 
SKU 7055

night sky reverie 
SKU 7056

colour pop 
SKU 7058
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2-pack 
two pre-washed 100% 
cotton muslin burby bibs, 
4 layers. 

product details packaging dimensions 
11.02”l x 0.39”w x 13.39”d

white label: classic burpy bibs (2 pack)
White Label is available to selected boutiques and specialty stores only

jurassic  
SKU WL7003

paradise cove 
SKU WL7000

2-pack white label 
two pre-washed 100% 
cotton  

product wholesale $15.89 
MSRP       $34.95

muslin burpy bibs®, four 
layers

serengeti 
SKU WL7004

pacific paradise 
SKU WL7010

seaside 
SKU WL7005

flock together 
SKU WL7002

paradise cove 
SKU WL7001

sage advice  
SKU WL7009

 

wholesale $13.61 

MSRP $29.95

 

wholesale $15.89 

MSRP $34.95

high seas 
SKU 7043

rock star 
SKU 7035

lovebird 
SKU 7048

jungle jam 
SKU 7026

twinkle 
SKU 7032

heart breaker 
SKU 7034

classic burpy bibs (2 pack)
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single 
one pre-washed muslin burpy 
bib®, 100% viscose made from 
bamboo, four layers

packaging dimensions 
11.02”  x 0.39”w  x 
12.60”d

product details wholesale $9.07 
MSRP       $19.95

midnight  
SKU 9411

pebble shibori 
SKU 9415

sahara motif 
SKU 9420

meadowlark 
SKU 9412

berry shibori 
SKU 9414

metallic bluemoon birch 
SKU 9417

metallic skylight birch  
SKU 9418

golden sun  
SKU 9429

metallic primrose birch 
SKU 9416

pretty petals 
SKU 9424

featherlight 
SKU 9419

indigo shibori 
SKU 9413

seaport 
SKU 9422     

silky soft bamboo burpy bib (single)

new!

 

wholesale $9.07 

MSRP $19.95

exclusive to aden + anais
 + luxuriously soft: made from viscose from bamboo
 + versatile: can be used as a bib or a burp cloth
 + absorbent: for spills, drool and baby burps
 + easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash after wash
 + generous size: patented design offers maximum coverage
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White Label is available to selected 
boutiques and specialty stores only

stargaze 
SKU WL4002

watergarden posy 
SKU WL4003

festival 
SKU WL4000

forages 
SKU WL4001

new! new!

white label: silky soft bamboo burpy bib 

single 
one pre-washed muslin burby 
bib, 100% viscose made from 
bamboo 

packaging dimensions 
11.02” x 0.39”w x 12.60”d

product details wholesale $13.61 
MSRP       $29.95

 

wholesale $9.07 

MSRP $19.95
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forest fantasy 
SKU 7138

paisley - teal 
SKU 7146

+ adjustable: grows with baby
+ simple: front snap for easy fastening
+ practical: durable and machine washable

colour pop  
SKU 7131

around the world 
SKU 7139

hear me roar 
SKU 7144

classic snap bibs (3 pack)

new!

new!

waverly 
SKU 7137

trail blooms 
SKU 7136

seafaring 
SKU 7134

petal blooms 
SKU 7130

night sky reverie 
SKU 7129
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lovely reverie 
SKU 7128

3-pack 
three pre-washed adjustable  
muslin snap bibs, 100% cotton 
three layer

packaging dimensions 
9.25”l  x 0.79”w  x 13.31”d

product details wholesale $13.61 
MSRP       $29.95

heart breaker 
SKU 7111

twinkle 
SKU 7106

jungle jam 
SKU 7102

birdsong 
SKU 7125

dream ride 
SKU 7127

 

wholesale $13.61 

MSRP $29.95

lovebird 
SKU 7121

high seas 
SKU 7118

rock star 
SKU 7112

leader of the pack 
SKU 7123

lovestruck 
SKU 7124

classic snap bibs (3 pack)
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+ luxuriously soft: made from viscose from bamboo
+ adjustable: grows with baby
+ simple: front snap for easy fastening
+ practical: durable and machine washable

indigo shibori
SKU 9754

meadowlark 
SKU 9753

metallic primrose birch
SKU 9757

pebble shibori
SKU 9756

featherlight
SKU 9760

sahara motif
SKU 9761

3-pack 
three pre-washed adjustable 
muslin snap bibs, 100% 
viscose made from bamboo, 
three layer

product details wholesale $15.89 
MSRP       $34.95

packaging dimensions 
9.25”l  x 0.79”w  x 13.31”d

silky soft bamboo snap bibs (3 pack)

 

wholesale $15.89 

MSRP $34.95
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+ adjustable: grows with baby
+  absorbent: made with four layers of 100% cotton muslin
+ easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash after wash

colour pop  
SKU 7176

seafaring - waves 
SKU 7179

trial blooms 
SKU 7181

lovestruck - mid aztec 
SKU 7171

waverly - plaid 
SKU 7182

birdsong - blossom 
SKU 7172

lovebird - hearts 
SKU 7168

dream ride 
SKU 7174

forest fantasy 
SKU 7183

paisley - teal 
SKU 7195

around the world 
SKU 7184

new! new!

leader of the pack - 
cycles 
SKU 7170

lovestruck - love 
SKU 7167

Mickey 90th  
SKU DISN800

petal blooms posy 
SKU 7175

thistle 
SKU 7169

hear me roar 
SKU 7189 

classic bandana bib (single)
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+ adjustable: grows with baby 
+  absorbent: made with four layers of 100% cotton muslin

single 
one pre-washed 100% cotton 
muslin bandana bib, four layers

product details wholesale $5.00 
MSRP       $10.95

rock star 
SKU 7154

Disney  
wholesale $13.61 
MSRP       $24.95

heartbreaker  
SKU 7153

lovebird - water dot 
SKU 7164

White Label is available to selected boutiques and specialty stores only

serengeti  
SKU WL7154

paradise cove  
SKU WL7150

single white label 
one pre-washed 100% 
cotton muslin bandana 
bib, four layers

product details wholesale $5.88 
MSRP       $12.95

box dimensions 
15.5”w x 8.5”h

flock together 
SKU WL7152

seaside  
SKU WL7155

pacific paradise 
SKU WL7160

flora 
SKU WL7151

jurassic   
SKU WL7153

sage advice  
SKU WL7159

classic 

wholesale $5.00 

MSRP $10.95

disney 

wholesale $13.61 

MSRP $24.95

 

wholesale $5.88 

MSRP $12.95

white label: classic bandana bib (single)

classic bandana bib (single)
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single 
one 27.5" x 27.5” (70cm x 70cm)  
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin 
stroller blanket, four layers

product details box dimensions 
8.39”l  x 2.13”w  x 8.31”d

meadowlark 
SKU 9352

indigo shibori 
SKU 9353

single 
one 27.5" x 27.5” (70cm x 70cm)  
pre-washed muslin stroller blanket, 100% 
viscose made from bamboo, four layers

product details bamboo 
wholesale $20.43 
MSRP       $44.95

lovestruck 
SKU 6080

leader of the pack 
SKU 6099

lovebird 
SKU 6097

metallic bluemoon birch 
SKU 9358

metallic skylight birch 
SKU 9359

metallic primrose birch 
SKU 9357

metallic 
wholesale $24.07 
MSRP       $49.95

silky soft bamboo stroller blanket

classic stroller blanket

classic 

wholesale $15.89 

MSRP $34.95

 + comfy: four layers of 100% cotton muslin
 + practical: perfect size for snuggling anytime, anywhere
 + easy care: machine washable

metallic 

wholesale $24.07 

MSRP $49.95

classic 

wholesale $20.43 

MSRP $44.95
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waverly - pup 
SKU 6142

paisley - multi  
SKU 6153

paisley - teal 
SKU 6154

dahlias 
SKU 6149

seafaring - whale 
SKU 6139

high seas - whales/
anchors 
SKU 6047

lovestruck - big love/
striped 
SKU 6064

classic dream blanket

leader of the pack -  
big lion-heart 
SKU 6063

around the world - map 
SKU 6145

forest fantasy - rabbit 
SKU 6144

lovebird  
SKU 6065

new!

new! new!

new!

trail blooms - pretty llama 
SKU 6141

hear me roar -  
multi animal  
SKU 6151

dream ride - lift off giraffe/
striped 
SKU 6132

birdsong - noble nest big/ 
blossom 
SKU 6130

metallic gold deco - gold  
dandelion/gold confetti dot 
SKU 6133 
metallic dream blanket

night sky reverie 
SKU 6070

lovely reverie - butterflies 
SKU 6069
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single white label 
one 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm)  
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
dream blanket™, four layers

product details

single 
one 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm)  
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin  
dream blanket™, four layers

product details classic pricing 
wholesale $28.25 
MSRP       $62.95 

White Label is available to selected boutiques and specialty stores only

paradise cove 
SKU WL6000

serengeti  
SKU WL6004

seaside  
SKU WL6005

jurassic   
SKU WL6003

sage advise 
SKU WL6009

flora 
SKU WL6001

+  comfy: four layers of 100% cotton muslin 

+ easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash 
after wash

white label: classic dream blanket

White Label is available to selected boutiques and specialty stores only

metallic 

wholesale $32.00 

MSRP $67.95

 

wholesale $32.00 

MSRP $69.95

jungle jam - giraffe 
SKU 6027

rock star 
SKU 6042

heart breaker  
SKU 6041

twinkle - tiny star/white 
SKU 6038

classic 

wholesale $28.25 

MSRP $62.95

classic dream blanket
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featherlight 
SKU 9323

pretty petals 
SKU 9328

midnight 
SKU 9311

meadowlark  
SKU 9316

pebble shibori  
SKU 9319

golden sun 
SKU 9333

seaport 
SKU 9326

silky soft bamboo dream blanket

indigo shibori 
SKU 9317

sahara motif 
SKU 9324

berry shibori  
SKU 9318

single 
one 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed muslin dream 
blanket™, 100% viscose made 
from bamboo, four layers

product details wholesale $35.00 
MSRP       $79.95

packaging dimensions 
11.02”l  x 2.83”w  x 
11.02”d

single white label 
one 47” x 47” (120cm x 120cm) 
pre-washed muslin dream 
blanket™, 100% viscose made 
from bamboo, four layers

product details wholesale $41.50 
MSRP       $84.95

packaging dimensions 
11.02”l  x 2.83”w  x 
11.02”d

white label: silky soft bamboo dream blanket
White Label is available to selected boutiques and specialty stores only

watercolour 
SKU WL5003

stargaze - moon 
SKU WL5002

festival 
SKU WL5000

foragers 
SKU WL5001

new! new!

 

wholesale $35.00 

MSRP $79.95

 

wholesale $41.50 

MSRP $84.95

new!
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Made with four layers of silky soft fabric, this luxurious 
blanket features the comfy softness of muslin that little  
ones love at a size big enough for grown-ups.

metallic skylight birch 
SKU 6126

midnight 
SKU 6127

wholesale $93.00 
MSRP    $199.95

single 
one pre-washed 60” x 72”  
(152cm x 183cm) four-layer viscose 
made from bamboo muslin blanket 

product details packaging dimensions 
9”w x 9”h x 2.5”d

pebble shibori 
SKU 6125

 +  luxuriously soft: four layers of viscose made 
from bamboo  
 
 + adult-sized: comfy softness for the whole 
family       

 + easy care: machine washable, stays soft 
wash after wash

silky soft bamboo oversized adult dream blanket

 

wholesale $93.00 

MSRP $199.95
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1.0    
TOG

+  breathable: helps reduce the risk of overheating
+ safe: replaces loose blankets for safer sleep
+ easy: zips open from the bottom for easy nighttime changes
+ easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash after wash

forest fantasy 
Small- SKU 8198 
Medium- SKU 8199 
Large- SKU 8200  
Extra Large- SKU 8208 

classic muslin sleeping bag

high seas - whales  
Small- SKU 8118 
Medium- SKU 8119 
Large- SKU 8120 
Extra Large- SKU 8121

heartbreaker- hearts 
Small- SKU 8090 
Medium- SKU 8091 
Large- SKU 8092 
Extra Large- SKU8093

leader of the pack 
Small- SKU 8142 
Medium- SKU8143 
Large- SKU 8144 
Extra Large- SKU 8145

waverly -pup 
Small- SKU 8194 
Medium- SKU8195 
Large- SKU 8196 
Extra Large- SKU 8197

trails bloom- flora 
Small- SKU 8190 
Medium- SKU8191 
Large- SKU 8192 
Extra Large- SKU 8193

rock star- stars 
Small- SKU 8094 
Medium- SKU 8095 
Large- SKU 8096 
Extra Large- SKU 8097

lovestruck - love 
Small- SKU 8146 
Medium- SKU 8147 
Large- SKU 8148 
Extra Large- SKU 8149

jungle jam - monkey 
Small- SKU 8050 
(small size only) 

jungle jam- elephant 
Small- SKU 8034 
Medium- SKU 8035 
Large- SKU 8036 
Extra Large- SKU 8037

single 
one pre-washed 100% cotton  
muslin sleeping bag 
single layer

product details box dimensions 
8.31”l  x 2.13”w  x 8.39”d

 

wholesale $18.16 

MSRP $39.95
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sleeping bag size chart

size height
( of child )

weight
( of child )

s 0-6
months

23-28"

58-71 cm

10-18 lbs

4-8 kg

m 6-12
months

26-31"

66-79 cm

15-24 lbs

7-11 kg

l 12-18
months

30-34"

76-86 cm

22-28 lbs

10-13 kg

xl 18+
months

35-37"

84-94 cm

26-36 lbs

12-16 kg

what is TOG?
 TOG is a term of measurement used to see how  

much and how quickly fabric uses heat—it measures 
“thermal resistance.”  

See below for a helpful chart that explains which 
products and TOG rating is right for your baby based on 
the ambient temperature of the room. 

sleeping bag (product details)
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 +  soft: pre-washed and stays soft wash after wash
 +  absorbent: plush terry keeps little one dry
 + size: one 32" x 32" hooded towel + one 12" x 12" washcloth
 +  practical: durable and machine washable

great for gifting

product details set 
one hooded terry towel with 
muslin hood and one 100% 
cotton muslin washcloth

box dimensions 
11”w x 11”h x 1.5”d

heart breaker 
3200

leader of the pack 
3203

jungle jam 
3204

lovestruck 
3205

rock star 
3201

high seas 
3202

wholesale $22.50 
MSRP   $49.95

muslin hooded towel set

 

wholesale $22.50 

MSRP $49.95
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set 
three pre-washed 100% cotton 
muslin washcloths, three layers

product details wholesale $11.34 
MSRP   $24.95

box dimensions 
7”w x 7”h x 1.5”d

heart breaker 
SKU 3049

rock star 
SKU 3050

high seas 
SKU 3054

leader of the pack 
SKU 3055

lovestruck 
SKU 3056

jungle jam 
SKU 3048

muslin washcloth set (3 pack)

 

wholesale $11.34 

MSRP $24.95

+ gentle: made with 100% cotton muslin 

+ easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash after wash 

+ convenient: attached loop to hang dry
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+ breathable: open weave allows for airflow 

+ year-round comfort: warm in winter, cool in 
summer 

+ tailored: fits snugly on standard crib mattresses  

+ easy care: machine washable, stays soft wash 
after wash

single 
one 50” x 28” (135cm x 77cm)  
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin 
fitted cot sheet, one layer 

product details box dimensions 
8.39”l  x 2.13”w  x 8.13”d

wholesale $18.16 
MSRP       $39.95

grey water dot 
SKU 8627A

lovestruck 
love 
SKU 8638A

muslin classic fitted cot/ crib sheets

 

wholesale $18.16 

MSRP $39.95

leader of the pack 
lion heart 
SKU 8625A

lovebird 
rose water dot 
SKU 8623A
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2-pack 
two 16” x 16” (40cm x 40cm)  
pre-washed 100% cotton muslin 
security blankets with satin trim, 
single layer

product details
wholesale $11.34 
MSRP       $24.95

box dimensions 
8”w x 10”h x .25”d

rock star -spot
SKU 7515 heart breaker - spot

SKU 7514

night sky reverie 
SKU 7519

jungle jam - giraffe
SKU 7507

+ breathable: open weave allows for airflow
+ perfect size: ideal for cuddling and carrying
+ soothing: satin trim for a comforting feel
+ practical: comes with two identical blankets - 
one for baby, one for the wash

high seas - whales
SKU 7516

classic muslin issie security blanket

 

wholesale $11.34 

MSRP $24.95

jungle jam - elephant
SKU 7505

lovely reverie - mini hearts
SKU 7520
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NOTE: CONTAINS 100% POLYESTER FILL. FROM ALL NEW MATERIALS.

single 
one pre-washed cotton muslin  
musy mate® lovey 

product details 

elephant
twinkle 
SKU 9067

cow
night sky reverie
SKU 9066

puppy
lovely reverie 
SKU 9065

classic musy mate lovey security blanket

 

wholesale $13.69 

MSRP $29.95
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baby bonding top 

This intimate method of bonding with baby helps ease 
infants into life outside the womb by helping to promote 
breastfeeding, regulate their temperature, heart rate, 
breathing and sooth fussiness- all of which helps to relax 
both mom and baby.  

Function meets style with its sleek, black design that can 
easily be incorporated into mom’s wardrobe. Not to be 
confused with a baby carier, this top is not intended for 
hands-free use. 

Product features & benefits:

- Perfect for mothers of newborns seeking skin-to-skin contact to 
bond with baby 

- Soft cotton and spandex blend gently hugs baby close to your chest 

- Built-in pouch and snug-fitting waistband offer additional support 
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single 
one soft cotton and spandex blend baby bonding top 

product details
 

wholesale $40.00 

MSRP $89.95

 
size

 
bust size

 
m

 
35-38 in/ 88-96cm

l
 

39-41 in/ 99-104cm

 
xl

 
42-44 in/ 106 -112cm

+ soft cotton and spandex blend offers a comfortable stretch 

+ built-in upper fabric provides neck support for baby  

+ inner support gently hugs baby’s bottom 

+ sleek, black design works well with mom’s wardrobe 
 

+ not intended for use as hands-free baby carrier  
 

baby bonding top 
Medium- SKU 50001 
Large- SKU 50002 
Extra large- SKU 50003  

baby bonding top 
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an innovative product that combines five 
nursery essentials into one modern design 
 

 + feeding diary
 + room temperature indicator
 + sound machine
 + night light
 + clock

single 
one electronic feeding and 
sleep system—serenity star®

product details box dimensions 
23cm w x 23cm h x 8cm d

serenity star 
SKU 9905 

 

wholesale $46.50 

MSRP $99.95

serenity star room temperature night light



aden + anais essentials 
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about aden + anais essentials 

aden + anais essentials was introduced to offer high quality,  
affordable muslin baby products for parents who don’t want to  

compromise on quality and comfort.

we believe that soft, breathable muslin is the only fabric you should 
use on your babies. we also believe that every parent and caregiver 
should have access to this “wonder fabric” and its benefits - which is 

why we introduced the aden + anais essentials collection in 2009.

by creating similar products to our aden + anais range with just minor 
adjustments, like slightly smaller dimensions and lower thread counts, 
we are able to make the calming assurance of muslin accessible to 

everyone, everywhere. 

www.rogerarmstrong.com.au
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classic swaddles (4 pack)

1 versatile fabric,  
6 practical uses.

+  swaddle
+  tummy time blanket 
+ stroller cover 
+ changing table cover 
+ burp cloth 
+ nursing cover 

hit the road 
SKU S3106

to the moon  
SKU S3129

doll- stars 
SKU S3100

safari babes 
SKU S941

dusty- stars 
SKU S3103

pretty pink 
SKU S3104

dapper- stars 
SKU S3101

new!

4-pack classic swaddles 
four pre-washed 100% cotton muslin 
swaddles

product details  
wholesale  $20.00 

MSRP $39.95 
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silky soft swaddles (2 pack)

classic swaddles (single)

versatile: works as a swaddle, tummy time blanket, stroller cover, 
changing table cover, burp cloth, nursing cover and more. 

ziggy pink 
SKU S3980

flfying arrow 
SKU S3982

ziggy blue 
SKU S3981

2-pack classic silky soft swaddles 
two pre-washed 100% viscose made from 
bamboo muslin swaddles  
112cm x112cm 

single classic swaddle 
one pre-washed 100% cotton muslin swaddle  
112cm x112cm 

product details

product details

 
wholesale  $13.61 

MSRP $26.95

 
wholesale  $7.00 

MSRP $14.95

hit the road 
SKU S3932

doll- stars 
SKU S3928 

dusty- stars 
SKU S3929 

dapper- stars 
S3935 

safari babes 
zebra 
SKU S944 
 

pretty pink  
SKU S3930 
 



BURBY BIBS
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dusty - stars 
SKU S3303

dream - stars 
SKU S3302

dapper - stars 
SKU S3301

single 
one pre-washed 100% cotton muslin burby bib

product details  
wholesale  $6.14 

MSRP $14.95

+ versatile: can be used as a bib or a burp cloth 

+ gentle: 100% soft cotton muslin 

+ absorbent: for spills, drool and baby burps

safari babes (elephant/ giraffe) 
SKU S326

safari babes (zebra/tiger) 
SKU S318

doll - stars 
SKU S3300

pretty pink -medallion 
SKU S3304

hit the road 
SKU S3306

to the moon 
SKU S5303

new!

classic burpy bib(single)
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snap bibs (3 pack)

3-pack 
three pre-washed 100% cotton muslin bibs 
32.5cm x 23cm 

product details  
wholesale  $6.14 

MSRP $14.95

 
wholesale  $9.07 

MSRP $19.95

doll - stars 
SKU S3700

safari babes 
SKU S735

dream - stars 
SKU S3702

dapper - stars  
SKU S3701

+ gentle: 100% soft cotton muslin  

+ simple: snap closure makes it easy to take on and off 

+ easy care: machine wash and dry, stays soft wash after wash 

hit the road 
SKU S3706

dusty - stars 
SKU S3703

pretty pink - medallion 
SKU S3704
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2-pack  
two pre-washed 100% cotton muslin bandana bibs 
four layers 

product details  
wholesale  $7.00 

MSRP $14.95

dapper  - stars 
SKU S3331

safari babes (elephant/ tiger) 
SKU S346

dream - stars 
SKU S3332

hit the road 
SKU S3336

safari babes(giraffe/zebra)  
SKU S338

doll - stars 
SKU S3330

pretty pink - medallion 
SKU S3334

dusty - stars 
SKU S3333

+ gentle: 100% soft cotton muslin 
+ simple: snap closure makes it easy to take on and off
+ easy care: machine wash and dry, stays soft wash after wash 

our absorbent bandana bib makes it cool 
to drool. made of four layers of 100% cotton 
muslin, this stylish staple features adjustable 
snaps for a stay-put fit that grows with your 
baby. Perfect for teethers and messy minis! 

bandana bibs (2 pack)
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single  
one pre-washed 100% cotton muslin buggy blanket 
112cm x 112cm, two layers 

product details  
wholesale  $14.00 

MSRP $29.95

dream - stars 
SKU S3352

pretty pink 
SKU S3354

safari babes- tiger 
SKU S374

dapper - stars 
SKU S3351

safari babes - elephant 
SKU S357

dusty - stars 
SKU S3353

doll - stars 
SKU S3350

to the moon 
SKU S3371

safari babes - zebra 
SKU S373

+ practical: perfect size for snuggling anytime, anywhere
+ breathable: muslin’s open weave helps baby stay comfortable 
+ easy care: machine wash and dry, stays soft wash after wash 

new!

perfect size for cuddling anytime, anywhere, it 
can be used as a buggy blanket, tummy time 
blanket, pram cover,changing table cover and 
more. snuggly soft against baby’s skin and stays 
soft wash after wash. 

stroller blanket - bunny rug
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the silky soft bamboo stroller blanket fea-
tures two layers of luxuriously soft stroller 
blanket, made from 100% viscose from 
bamboo, the breathable muslin stroller 
blanket is perfectly sized for cuddling any-
time, anywhere, keeping little ones warm 
and cosy from car seat and more. 

single  
one pre-washed stroller blanket 
100% viscose made from bamboo 
2 layers

product details  
wholesale  $18.16 

MSRP $39.95

ziggy blue - broken chevron 
SKU S3971

flying arrow - arrow stripe 
SKU S3972

ziggy pink - broken chevron 
SKU S3970

+ practical: perfect size for snuggling anytime, anywhere
+ easy care: machine wash and dry, stays soft wash after wash 

silky soft bamboo stroller blanket 
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muslin blankets 

the muslin blanket features four layers of 
100% cotton muslin for our softest baby 
blanket, its uses go beyond cuddling, as it 
also makes a snuggly surface to lay your 
little one on, no matter where the day 
takes you.  

single  
one pre-washed 100% cotton muslin dream blanket 
112cm x 112cm, 4 layers 

product details  
wholesale  $28.83 

MSRP $49.95

safari babes 
elephants/ tiger 
SKU S407

dapper - stars 
SKU S3403hit the road 

SKU S3404

to the moon 
SKU S3429

dusty - stars 
SKU S3407

doll - stars 
SKU S3409

pretty pink 
SKU S3401

new!
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little ones can always be comforted by our 
soft cotton muslin with these soothing security 
blankets sized just right for tiny hands to hold.  

2 pack  
two pre-washed 100% cotton muslin security blankets 
with satin trims 
40cm x 40cm

product details  
wholesale  $10.00 

MSRP $19.95

doll - stars 
SKU S3500

safari babes 
SKU S518

meadow fox 
SKU S959

dusty - stars 
SKU 3503

pretty pink 
SKU S3504

wild child 
SKU S961

dapper - stars 
SKU S3501

wildwood 
SKU S962

issie & musy mate security blankets

solid microchip lovey 
musy mate  
SKU S965

solid winter sky lovey 
musy mate 
SKU S964

solid pink mist lovey 
musy mate 
SKU S963

+ practical: perfect size for snuggling anytime, anywhere
+ breathable: muslin’s open weave helps baby stay comfortable 
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keep little ones warm and dry with this 
soft, absorbent hooded towel. made 
from plush cotton terry, the machine  
washable towel has a colourful muslin  
hood that makes bath time fun and cosy.

single 
one pre-washed cotton terry towel with muslin hood 
78cm x 78cm

product details  
wholesale  $14.00 

MSRP $29.95

dream - stars 
SKU S3602

dusty - stars 
SKU S3603

dapper - stars 
SKU S3601

pretty pink 
SKU S3604

doll - stars 
SKU S3600

hit the road 
SKU S3606

+ absorbent: muslin hood keeps little 
heads warm and dry 
 
+ generously sized: ideal for babies 
and toddlers  

+ easy care: machine wash and dry, 
stays soft wash after wash 

hooded towels
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pretty pink 
SKU S3654

hit the road 
SKU S3656

dapper - stars 
SKU S3651

safari babes  
SKU S667

dream - stars 
SKU S3652

doll - stars 
SKU S3650

dusty - stars 
SKU S3653

3 pack 
three pre-washed 100% cotton muslin washcloths 
28cm x 28cm,

product details  
wholesale  $10.00 

MSRP $19.95

washcloths (3 pack)

gentle on baby’s skin yet durable, our 
super soft, colourful washcloths are 
the perfect addition to bath time fun!

+ gentle: 100% soft cotton muslin 
+ easy care: machine wash and dry, stays soft wash after wash 
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fitted cot sheets

dusty - stars 
SKU S3807A 

hit the road 
SKU S3804A

dream - stars 
SKU S3806A 

pretty pink 
SKU S3801A

safari friends giraffe 
SKU S831A

dapper - stars 
SKU S3803A 

doll - stars 
SKU S3800A

safari babes elephant 
SKU S832A

single 
one pre-washed 100% cotton muslin crib sheet  
fits cot mattresses up to 132cm x 72cm (50”x28”) 

product details  
wholesale  $14.00 

MSRP $29.95

+ breathable: open weave keeps baby comfortable 
+ comfy: warm in the winter, cool in the summer 
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there’s no need to stress over 
loose fabric in the cot with these 
sleeping bags that slip right 
through over baby’s pyjamas.

sleeping bag size chart

size height
( of child )

weight
( of child )

s 0-6
months

23-28"

58-71 cm

10-18 lbs

4-8 kg

m 6-12
months

26-31"

66-79 cm

15-24 lbs

7-11 kg

l 12-18
months

30-34"

76-86 cm

22-28 lbs

10-13 kg

xl 18+
months

35-37"

84-94 cm

26-36 lbs

12-16 kg

what is TOG?

 TOG is a term of measurement used to see how  
much and how quickly fabric uses heat—it measures 
“thermal resistance.”  

See below for a helpful chart that explains which products 
and TOG rating is right for your baby based on the ambient 
temperature of the room. 

safari babes - elephant 
Small - SKU S257 
Medium- SKU S258 
Large- SKU S259

1 
tog

single 
1.0 TOG product details

 
wholesale  $17.01 

MSRP $34.95

sleeping bags (1 TOG)
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key differences between aden + anais and aden + anais essentials

size

layer

weave and price

designs

aden and anais swaddles are
larger, measuring 120cm x 120cm 

in size, while the  swaddles for 
aden + anais essentials are

112cm x 112cm  in  size.

aden and anais muslin  
fabrics are made with a  

slightly higher thread count,  
allowing an approximate price 

difference between the two 
ranges.

some aden and anais products 
feature more layers than their 

aden  + anais essentials 
counterparts. for example, 

aden + anais changing pad 
covers are double-layered 

whereas aden + anais essentials 
covers are made with just one 

layer. 

both aden+anais and 
aden+anais essentials have their 

own distinctive styles and exclusive  
patterns. in an effort to simplify the 
production process, aden + anais  
essentials multi packs contain one 
plain swaddle, while all products in 
an aden + anais multi pack feature 

prints. 



Notes
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